
Petra Custom Builders was born out of a vision to redefine construction as being a relational
and interactive business as opposed to the transactional industry it had become. We recognized
that the service provided had lost the personal touch and value-add of building a collaborative
partnership with a homeowner before construction begins. That’s why we embarked on our
journey, finding like-minded people who shared our values and wanted to be a part of something
that’s sum was much greater than any of us as individuals. We continually avoid the temptation
to grow merely because the ever-growing market in Boulder County can support it with readily
available work. Instead, we intentionally take a slower approach, allowing our small firm to grow
organically into a team with a shared mission: To provide the best customer service and
experience possible. We maintain a clear and concise trajectory toward our core value; we are
members of the service industry and the exceptional product our homeowners take away from
working with us is merely the result of outstanding service, established through open
communication and the management of expectations from start to finish. We are only satisfied
when we have created the best possible product we can with the resources we have available.

To Apply for this position with Petra Custom Builders, please email your resume to our
administrative coordinator, Jewel Muñoz at  Jewel@Petracustombuilders.com

Petra Custom Builders 5303 Spine Rd #203  Boulder, CO 80301   720-291-7918

www.PetraCustomBuilders.com

____________________________________________________________________________________

Carpenter 1

Compensation: $15 to $23 per hour plus standard full-time benefits

Objectives And Purpose:

The Carpenter One provides basic carpentry services and assistance to the
supervisor on the job site.

Position Duties And Responsibilities:

● Follows instruction from supervisor quickly and efficiently
● Demonstrates basic carpentry and safety skills
● Shows an understanding of demolition, rough, and finish carpentry methods

and techniques
● May possess a basic skill set in one or more additional trades such as drywall,

tile, paint, flooring, etc.
● Works self sufficiently or in coordination with others on basic level carpentry

tasks
● Interacts well with subcontractors, and clients; uses good communication

skills including empathy and critical thinking.



● Keeps supervisor updated about the build process both verbally and through
messaging

● Assists in providing updates to supervisor on what upcoming resources will be
needed

● Uses tools and technology to efficiently complete assigned tasks
● Uses company tools and resources as intended and without undue wear and

tear
● Follows industry standard safety protocols
● Assists in maintaining company standards of cleanliness and job site conduct

Required Skills And Competencies:

● Maintains a positive attitude
● Keeps physically fit; can regularly lift 50 lbs. overhead
● Dresses in clean and well-kept attire
● Understands blueprint drawings and project specifications
● Performs rough and finish carpentry to the company’s standard of quality and

according to the supervisor’s instruction
● Brings discrepancies and special conditions to the attention of the supervisor
● Competent with basic measurements and tools such as tapes, squares,  and

levels.
● Comfortable with the use of common hand and power tools such as drills,

chop saws, circular saws, table saws, sanders, etc.
● Maintains a safe and clean jobsite at all times
● Maintains a valid driver’s license


